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Abstract

This thesis presents a new computational finance approach. It combines a pattern recognition technique
allied to an evolutionary computation optimization kernel based on Genetic Algorithms. For pattern matching,
a template based approach using a fixed size grid of weights is adopted to describe the desired trading patterns,
taking not only the closing price into consideration, but also the variation of price in each considered time interval
of the time series. The scores assigned to the grid of weights will be optimized by the Genetic Algorithm and, at
the same time, the genetic diversity of possible solutions will be preserved using a speciation technique, giving time
for individuals to be optimized within their own niche. This system was tested against state-of-the-art solutions,
namely the existing adaptable grid of weights and a non speciated approach, considering real data from the stock
market. The developed approach using the grid of weights had 21.3% of average return over the testing period
against 10.9% of the existing approach and the use of speciation improved some of the training results as genetic
diversity was taken into consideration.
Keywords: Genetic Algorithm, Speciation, Pattern Discovery, Grid of Weights, Optimization, Financial Markets

1. Introduction
The domain of computational finance has been earning
increased attention by people from both computational
intelligence and finance domains. This happens because,
when studying the market, determining optimal timings
to buy or sell stocks is crucial in achieving a trading
strategy that will accomplish the financial performance
requirements of the investor. However, this process tends
to be very difficult as the stock market is noisy, non-
stationary and non-linear, and at the same time influ-
enced by many other factors, such as political, economic
and even psychological variables.

The efficient market hypothesis [1] presents a view in
which is not possible beat the market because it already
includes all available information at a specific moment,
as well as defends that stock prices behave in a random
walk, being the prediction of future prices impossible as
they cannot be reflected by any trend or pattern.

Adversely to this vision, some investigators support
the thesis that markets are not efficient, existing some
variables that they don’t reflect right away, which opens
a window of opportunity to beat them and obtain re-
turns using stock market forecasting techniques, such as
technical analysis, fundamental analysis, and analysis of
time series. To achieve this, investment strategies that
are able to process large amounts of data and generate
appropriate trading signals (buy or sell) must be defined,
being the main challenges of the computational finance
domain trying to predict future trend prices, in order to
obtain the best correlation between risk and profit.

One way of predicting the behavior of the market used
by traders is through the analysis and identification of
chart patterns in historical prices of financial assets. A
problem arises with this approach regarding the way the
market should match a specific chart pattern to make a
buy or sell decision. Several works like [2] [3] [4] and [5]
have been published where different approaches to deal
with the chart pattern identification are proposed and
tested.

In this report a new approach to pattern identification
is presented, combining the template based approach us-
ing a grid of weights, proposed by [3], and a Genetic
Algorithm (GA) [6]. The grid of weights assigned for
a specific template and placed above the signal is going
to generate a score that will be higher as close as the
signal is from the pattern. The GA will be used to opti-
mize the weights assigned to each cell of the grid so the
pattern identification can be more precise, avoiding false
positives and false negatives.

The main contributions of the proposed system are:
(1) the creation of a new way to attribute the score to
the signal, in which not only closing price is taken into
consideration, but also the price fluctuations over each
time interval of the time series in order to retrieve more
information from it; (2) the grid scores are not fixed but
instead optimized by the GA in order to find the most
profitable solution; (3) the elimination of the grid adapt-
ability of previous approach into a scenario where fixed
dimensions are attributed to the grid prior to its use in
order to ensure that all detected patterns are identical
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between themselves; (4) the preservation of genetic di-
versity in the population being optimized by the GA,
through speciation, to give time for different genotypic
solutions to be optimized within their own niche.

2. Related Work
A financial portfolio consists in allocating wealth among
several financial assets, also called securities or invest-
ments, i.e. stocks. The portfolio optimization problem is
one of the most important research themes in recent risk
management studies, especially regarding its two most
relevant parameters: risk, which is intended to be mini-
mized as much as possible, and return, that should be as
large as possible. Nevertheless, these two parameters are
not inversely proportional as we would wish, but instead
a high return is always associated with higher risk [7] [8].

2.1. Stock market analysis
Regarding stock market analysis, two main approaches
arise: (1) Fundamental analysis, which takes advantage
of available data about companies to understand which
ones are on the same competitive industry and measure
the intrinsic value of a stock, in order to take conclusions
on which is the best to invest, based on ratios that mea-
sure profitability, liquidity, debt and growth; (2) Tech-
nical analysis, that uses charts with historical data to
identify trends and patterns and tries to predict what
the stock may do in the future. This is done through the
use of technical indicators that will define the behavior
of the program [9].

A technical indicator is a metric usually extracted from
the price of an asset and its main goal is to help pre-
dicting future prices or incoming trends [7] [10]. There
are various sub-types of technical indicators and a group
of them that is worth to mention are volatility indica-
tors, which consist on a reflection of investor sentiment
and predictability of signal price. A stock is considered
volatile if its signal movements are unstable and with
constant changes in its amplitude. In this kind of stocks,
the risk associated tends to be higher and the probability
of having a big success or a big failure in the investment
increases.

2.2. Genetic Algorithms
In artificial intelligence we find the concept of Evolution-
ary Algorithms that use mechanisms inspired by biolog-
ical evolution to find the best individuals in a popula-
tion. One of the best known evolutionary techniques is
the Genetic Algorithm GA, which is based on Darwin’s
principle that the fittest survive [6] [11] [12].

GAs start with a randomly generated population
where each individual is defined by a set of chromosomes
(also called genome) with encoded data in its genes. In
the case of portfolio optimization, this data usually repre-
sents financial ratio weights or trading parameters. De-
spite the fact that GAs are randomized, it is not con-
sidered a random procedure, as it is follows an iterative
process inspired by biological evolution and constituted
by several steps, such as evaluation, selection, crossover
and mutation, in order to search solutions with good per-
formance.

In the evaluation stage, each individual is appraised
through the use of an evaluation or fitness function, so
the best ones are able to be within the population of
the next generation, in a process called elitism selection,
which simulates the “survival of the fittest” convention.
Once the new generation is set the process continues with
a crossover operation, where two previously chosen indi-
viduals, called parents, are merged to create a descendent
with characteristics from both of them, with the purpose
of combining their best attributes and generate a better
performing individual. Finally a mutation is introduced
to the chromosome in order to generate some diversity
in the population, by randomly changing the genes in
the individual. The GA process finishes when a termi-
nation condition is achieved, e.g. an established number
of generations or a fitness value threshold.

Its capability of optimizing parameters in widely com-
plex data-sets makes it extremely indicated to be used in
the financial markets to improve the investment strategy.

2.3. Artificial Neural Networks and Neuro Evolution
Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) are computational
models inspired by biological behaviour and adaptive ca-
pabilities of central nervous systems. These are used for
supervised regression problems and are capable of solving
non-linear problems with high complexity, being charac-
terized for having a learning phase using existing datasets
for predicting future results.

When trying to solve a particular task using ANNs, its
architecture and the way the model is trained are impor-
tant decisions to be made. NeuroEvolution (NE) tries to
solve these problems using GAs to evolve the topology
of ANNs [13]. Even though this solution offers several
advantages over the existing model, it has drawbacks re-
lated to the ordering that is done to the nodes of the
network during crossover and the fact that changes to
the structure may decrease its fitness before it has time
to optimize.

NeuroEvolution of Augmenting Topologies (NEAT) al-
gorithm, developed by Ken Stanley, seeks to solve some
of these drawbacks as it preserves structural innovation
using historical markers, introducing speciation and by
applying the principle of incremental growth from mini-
mal structure, through a process called complexification
[14]. Using the concept of historical markers, previous
problems are solved as functional parameters of each in-
dividual are preserved and the offsprings undamaged,
and also ensures that genomes only compete within a
population niche, protecting innovative structures. Two
organisms are said to be in the same species if they rep-
resent topologically similar networks.

2.4. Speciation
A GA seeks to find an optimal solution as explained be-
fore in this report. However this approach brings along
a certain loss of genetic diversity, as inevitably the pop-
ulation will converge towards one fit individual and its
close mutants, leading to that loss of genetic diversity. In
nature, an ecosystem is composed by different physical
spaces (niches) exhibiting different features, which allows
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both the formation and maintenance of different types of
life that compete to survive (species). For each niche, the
physical resources are finite and must be shared among
the individuals belonging to it. This promotes genetic
diversity by encouraging the emergence of species in dif-
ferent sub-spaces of the environment (niches) and we ex-
perience a wide variety of species co-existing within an
ecosystem, evolving at the same time and competing us-
ing the environmental resources [15].

Besides NEAT, some other works also relied on speci-
ation for their learning algorithms [16] [17] [18] [19] [20].

2.5. Pattern Discovery
One of the most difficult tasks for investors is to ana-
lyze financial charts to detect patterns. The appearance
of chart patterns in financial time series is often a pre-
meditation of a possible change in price trend. For the
purpose of identifying these patterns, various approaches
can be used to measure the similarities between chart
pattern templates and sequences extracted from finan-
cial time series, although there are no precise definitions
for these chart patterns, so researchers and financial ana-
lysts may specify them in the most suitable way for their
applications.

One particular set of chart patterns, Flags and Pen-
nants, must be presented. Both patterns are followed by
ascent or descent bursts, whether they represent a confir-
mation of an uptrend or downtrend, respectively. In the
case of flags depending on whether we are considering a
bullish or bearish market, the pattern oscillates between
two horizontal lines with an upward or downward slope.
The flags are often called Bull Flag or Bear Flag de-
pending on the direction of the tendency. On the other
hand, the pattern in the pennants oscillates between two
intersecting trend lines, one sloping downward from the
top and the other sloping upward from the bottom. Fig-
ure 1 shows the graphic representation of a Flag and a
Pennant.

Figure 1: Graphic representation of Flag and Pennant
charts.

There are various techniques to identify patterns, ei-
ther using Perceptually Important Points [21], the appli-
cation of rules or templates [2]. Regarding the applica-
tion of templates, one way of identifying them is through
the use of a grid of weights [3], which stands for a 10x10
grid, like the one in Figure 2, which allows the recogni-
tion of patterns by assigning higher classification to the
cells of the grid matching the template, and by defining a
minimum fit value threshold for which the sum of scores
of the cells matching the close price signal must achieve.

This has the disadvantage of being a subjective pro-

cess in which the threshold value must be adjusted, tak-
ing into consideration that higher values can miss price
windows that fit the pattern and lower values can lead
the to the identification of false patterns.

Figure 2: Bull Flag template from (Leigh, Paz, & Russell,
2002).

In finance, some works have been developed relying on
this representation for pattern detection, like Cervelló-
Royo [5] that changed the configuration of the grid to
support a scheme where the body of candlesticks were
used to detect the Bull Flag pattern, and Parracho [22]
that used only closing prices, but tested this represen-
tation with 4 different patterns (uptrend, downtrend,
breakout and bull flag) combined between them. Both
approaches showed results that outran the market and
Parracho’s version of the grid also outperformed Buy &
Hold.

3. Architecture
To determine optimal timings for entering or leaving a
specific market based on the analysis of template chart
patterns optimized using a GA with speciation, Figure 3
presents the overall overview of the system’s architecture
designed for that purpose.

Figure 3: System’s architecture by components.

It follows the most common logical multi-layered archi-
tecture composed by three specific layers: the presenta-
tion layer, the application layer and the data layer. This
gives the ability to develop and update the technology
stack of one layer without impacting the remaining ones,
providing flexibility to scale the application, as well ease
of maintenance regarding the code base. The execution
of the above system can be interpreted through the fol-
lowing steps: (1) User specifies the input parameters to
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be implanted in the system and used by the lower levels;
(2) A component responsible for Pre-Processing the in-
formation provided by the user gathers all the needed
data, normalizes it into standard representations and
populates the adequate data structures; (3) The Trading
Algorithm component will be continuously generating a
trading signal relying on a template-based pattern detec-
tion technique that is trained with GA with speciation,
outputting the most relevant results during its execution;
(4) At the end of the system’s execution, the results of
the Trading Algorithm component will be presented to
the user for evaluation.

3.1. User Interface
The interaction with the program provided for the user
is mainly performed via command prompt, as the main
goal of this project relies on proving a working trading
algorithm and not a user friendly interface rigged with
all its heuristics. The user can use it not only to issue in-
puts to setup and run the algorithm, as well as to choose
between various ways of presenting results.

To run the algorithm a set of input parameters are dis-
played and editable in any way each user finds suitable,
depending on the analysis intended to be done. These
inputs are written to a configuration file, that will be
read by the program upon starting. The parameters are
mostly GA related, as the way some genetic operators
act depend on these values, however one in particular
is an exception and must be highlighted as its existence
is merely for testing purposes and is related to the pro-
gram capability of operating in 3 different ways: (1) to
simulate the proposed system; (2) to simulate a system
without speciation; (3) to simulate the traditional system
proposed by [5].

3.2. Financial Data
The program obtains and stores data from companies
that is going to be used by the Trading Algorithm com-
ponent. The process of collecting data uses a python
module called alphavantage, a provider of APIs for real
time and historical data on stocks. The set of compa-
nies used in this research belong to Standard and Poor’s
500 (S&P 500) and the API allows the download of daily
data from the companies since the year 2000 up to the
current day. Each data entry consists of a set of open-
ing and closing prices, highs and lows, and volumes of
transactions during each considered period.

Regarding the storage of data, it is made locally in
Comma Separated Values (CVS) files and are exported
and imported to the program using another Python mod-
ule named pandas, widely used for manipulating complex
data collections within Python.

3.3. Data Flow
In terms of data being introduced, produced and ex-
tracted from the program, we can divide it in 3 types:
(1) Input Data, that contains program variables with
predefined values by the user via configuration file; (2)
Main Program, containing training and testing phases
and where GA finds the best individual to be tested in
testing phase; (3) Output Data, that consists on every

piece of information extracted from the program, either
during the Training Phase of the program (to evaluate
the outputs of the GA) or after the Testing Phase to
reveal the final outputs.

Figure 4 illustrates the entire process described before.

Figure 4: Flow of data chart during program execution

3.4. Pattern Detection
The pattern detection technique follows a heuristic based
on templates, namely the 10x10 grid of weights [3]. Four
conditions are being set for each column of the grid: (1)
the sum of the scores contained in each column must be
0; (2) there must be two cells with a score equal to 1,
which is the maximum score allowed; (3) these two cells
must serve as an axis of symmetry between the values of
the remaining cells; (4) for each cell that is further away
from that axis, the score must be lower or equal than the
one that is closer.

To detect the patterns in the traditional way using
a grid of weights, first it must be fitted into the price
window we want to check and the closing price of each
entry will coincide with one specific cell of the grid. The
values of each cell are assigned so the closer the signal is
from the pattern, the higher its score is, and the goal of
this process is to obtain a fit value (threshold) that will
show the level of matching between the pattern matrix
and the price window. Low thresholds may lead to false
positives and high ones may discard price windows that
would fit the pattern.

The pattern being detected is the Bull Flag pattern as
shown in Figure 1. Using the traditional grid of weights,
in addition to the issue of choosing the most suitable
threshold, the fact that the grid adapts itself to the price
window so each point of the signal is within it, i.e. each
closing price of the price window being analyzed, is kept
within the limits of the grid, may also lead to find false
positives. A flag is only a continuation pattern if it forms
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an angle that is clearly against the current trend, but as
it can be observed in Figure 5 an adaptable grid that
varies in size according to the signal may mislead the
correct pattern identification, e.g. in cases where the
height of each row of the grid is small and the angle
formed between the consolidation phase and continuation
of the uptrend is very wide.

Figure 5: Difference between an adaptable and a fixed
size grid of weights

To overcome both these problems and increase preci-
sion while using a grid of weights to detect patterns in
the time series, two modifications to the traditional grid
of weights are being made, leading to the creation of the
Fixed Size Grid of Weights (FSGW):

1. To ensure a choice of a suitable threshold, more in-
formation than just the closing price will be used, so
instead of using the grid of weights against the con-
tinuous signal of the stock market, the candlestick
representation is adopted. As seen in Figure 6, this
representation gives information about the highest
value, lowest value, opening and closing prices for a
specific time interval.

Figure 6: Candlestick representation.

2. To avoid the inaccurate detection of flags concerning
its shape relatively to the ongoing trend, a fixed size
grid is adopted, being the length of each grid row
set as an input parameter. As shown in Figure 7,
this grid does not depend on the relative size of the
signal within the price window, being the positioning
of the first column the only imposed constraint and
it must be done in a way that fits the grid into the
best possible position within the signal to find a Bull
Flag. This way, all pattern matches will be similar
even in its relative size in the time series.

Regarding the use of candlestick representation, even
though we have more information than the closing price

Figure 7: Constraint positioning of the first column of
the grid

now, not everything is of the same importance for calcu-
lating the final score, which is why information must be
divided into different weighted groups according to their
importance in each grid column.

Formally, consider a cell named A, corresponding to
where the closing price of the signal hits in that grid
column; a set of cells named B, corresponding to the
cells between where the opening and closing prices hit
for a specific column of the grid (excluding the closing
price cell); and a set of cells named C, corresponding to
the cells visited by the signal during that time interval of
the price window and excluding cells contained in A and
B. Consider also three weights w1, w2 and w3, which are
assigned to each the previous stated groups of cells, so
the final score φ for that specific column is given as:

φ = A×w1 +

i∑
0

Bi

size(B)
×w2 +

i∑
0

Ci

size(C)
×w3 (1)

being w1 > w2 > w3 and w1 + w2 + w3 = 1. If B or C
are empty sets, their weights (w2 and/or w3) are added
to w1 and become 0. The weights w1, w2 and w3 are
randomly assigned to each individual by the algorithm
during its creation and optimized by the GA from then
on, all this as long as the previous rules are met.

Figure 8 illustrates the process described above, where
for the same column in the grid, three different candle-
sticks are presented with the same closing price and con-
sidering the following weights: w1 = 0.5, w2 = 0.3 and
w3 = 0.2.

Figure 8: Illustration of weighted scores procedure.
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If only closing prices were taken into account, the score
for each column would be 1, but if we add to the balance
more information than just the closing price, the risk as-
sociated with a momentary increase of market volatility
(reflected by a big candlestick) is easily tracked as it re-
sults in a lower score.

3.5. Genetic Algorithm and Speciation
The most commonly used Python framework for rapid
prototyping and testing of ideas based on GA is
called Distributed Evolutionary Algorithms in Python
(DEAP). It has already implemented some genetic oper-
ators and offers a wide range of representations for GA’s
individuals, but, as the level of complexity of trying to
represent and manipulate a FSGW using this framework
would be at least as challenging as creating an Appli-
cation Programming Interface (API) from scratch, that
ended up being the solution found to address this issue.

The main goal of using a GA is to find scores for the
grid matrix and values for weights w1, w2, and w3 that
maximize the Return on Investment (ROI) in the training
period. The resulting grid from this optimization proce-
dure will then be applied in the testing period. Figure
9 presents a schema of the GA information flow using
system’s genetic encoding and genetic operator’s way of
manipulating individuals.

In what concerns the Genetic Encoding of the sys-
tem, as the 10x10 grid being used to represent each in-
dividual of the population is composed by 100 cells, a
way of saving computational resources was found taking
advantage of the symmetry propriety stated before: for
each column of the grid, the first positions will contain
two values corresponding to the number of cells above
and below the cells that represent the axis of symmetry;
the following positions will contain all different scores
the respective column contains; the last three positions
after all the columns have been handled will contain the
weights w1, w2, and w3.

Figure 10 serves as example to illustrate how 23 posi-
tions in the structure of each individual were spared.

The goal of using Speciation in this work is to main-
tain diversity in the population and protect new individ-
uals against biased solutions that optimize faster. For
this purpose, a compatibility function will be used tak-
ing into account the weights that have been assigned to
each individual. The candidates will then be divided in
species, according to a compatibility value calculated us-
ing the following equation:

δ = w1 ×A+ w2 ×B + w3 × C (2)

where w1, w2, and w3 correspond to the weights of
each individual and A, B and C are constants set to
0.65, 0.225 and 0.125 respectively. These constants are
used to highlight variations in the weights that represent
a significant impact in each individual scores, i.e. to w1

is assigned the highest constant as this weight is the most
representative of the three, and so on. The compatibility
values will be comprehended between 0 and 1 and bound
values are set to define each species (e.g. multiples of 0.02

mean that a certain specie will exist for compatibility
values between 0 and 0.02, 0.02 and 0.04, and so on).

In what concerns Selection, the number of offsprings
that the system is allowed to generate must be estab-
lished taking into account that a specified number of ele-
ments in each species must be selected. The computation
of the amount of offsprings assigned to each species i is
represented in the following equations:

Offspringsi =

N∑
j=0

AjustedF itnessj
AverageAjustedF itness

(3)

where

AjustedF itnessj =
Fitnessj

Size(Speciesi)
(4)

and

AverageAjustedF itness =
TotalAjustedF itness

Size(Population)
(5)

After selecting N individuals per species that will gen-
erate offsprings, a roulette procedure will be applied to
select the mating combinations among the fittest N in-
dividuals of that species. Some adjustments may have
to be made if the number of calculated offsprings is dif-
ferent from the population size or if for a species the
number of offsprings is not achievable with the number
of individuals it contains.

The Crossover process is made within each species
and is divided in two steps: (1) a double point crossover
in random positions of the parents grid, dividing them in
3 sets of columns and exchanging the middle set between
them; (2) a single arithmetic recombination between the
weights w1, w2, and w3 of both parents.

The individuals involved in the crossover process as
parents are chosen according to their ROI and it is im-
plied that at least half of the offsprings have to be par-
ents.

The Mutation operation will have a chance P of being
triggered and will take place randomly over a number N
of columns of the grid. From each of the chosen columns,
a number M of cells will also be randomly chosen to
be mutated, being their values affected according to a
threshold T that will define how big the change is.

This operator will also rely on a method called Hyper-
Mutation [23], which temporarily increases the mutation
rate when a situation of local maximum occurs. This
way, when the overall improvement of the GA does not
improve over a predefined number of generations, the
mutation rate increases inducing more genetic diversity
and the possibility of finding a new better solution.

Some of the best fitting individuals are eligible to
proceed to the next offspring without passing through
crossover and mutation operations, due to Elitism. For
that purpose one of the following conditions must be sat-
isfied: (1) the most 2% fittest individuals of each species
must proceed directly to the next generation; (2) if the
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Figure 9: Genetic Algorithm Schema

Figure 10: Genetic Encoding of the Grid and Weights:
a) Normal grid representation; b) Chromosome’s genetic
encoding representation.

value of the previous condition is smaller than a prede-
fined threshold value (e.g. one), the amount of the fittest
individuals to have a free pass into the next generation
must be set to that value.

The main objective of implementing this system is to
maximize the return resulting from the investment that
was made. So, in order to evaluate each individual of the
population, the ROI Fitness Function is going to be
applied to pick the best ones for reproduction over each
generation of the GA and it is calculated multiplying the
take profit and stop loss predefined percentages per the
number of times each position closes in profit or loss,
respectively.

The Termination Condition to be applied can af-
fect both the quality and speed of the search, usually
in an inverse proportionality relationship. Taking this
into account, the program should avoid not only point-
less computations, but also immature terminations of the
program. Therefore, the algorithm will stop if: (1) it
reaches a predefined number of generations; (2) the high-
est fitness score for the population does not improve for
a predefined number of generations, always smaller than
the ones in condition 1; (3) if the highest fitness score for
a species population does not improve for a predefined
number of generations, always smaller than the ones in
condition 1, the fittest individual is kept and the species
stops being evaluated.

4. Evaluation and Comparison Analysis
To authenticate the effectiveness of the approach devel-
oped a strategy called Backtesting [24] was used, which
allows the simulation of a trading strategy using histor-
ical data to achieve results and evaluate risk and prof-
itability before compromising real capital. If along with
it come positive results then the strategy is solid enough
and likely to yield profits when implemented.

Over this idea three test scenarios were executed, from
which the two more significant will be approached in de-
tail:

1. Using FSGW to detect patterns, described in last
chapter, against the Traditional Simple Adaptable
Grid (TSAG) without weights, in order to prove if
the new approach overcomes the previous one.

2. Using FSGW with a speciated GA against the usual
GA without species, in a way to verify if the intro-
duction of genetic diversity in the population can
act as a key to encounter better individuals in the
training phase.

4.1. General Setup
Despite all test scenarios are independent of each other,
some parameters and mechanisms are the same through-
out the entire evaluation process. Regarding the prede-
fined parameters, Table 1 displays their respective values.

Table 1: General setup parameters for test scenarios

The portfolio chosen consist of 100 stocks from the
S&P 500 index through a pre-selection process where 503
stocks were trained and the 100 most profitable were cho-
sen as the ones to be analyzed in detail. Training and
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testing periods are treated as percentages because for not
all S&P 500 stocks entered the index at the same time,
even though the majority of the stocks have 18 years
of historical data available between January 2000 and
February 2018 (12.5 years of training and 5.5 years of
testing, with the point between both in mid-2012).

The last parameter is related to the FSGW and decides
the length of each grid level related to the stock quote.
As the grid has a fixed size in this approach this Grid
Offset value indicates how much the stock quote varies
between each cell of the grid.

Regarding the evaluation mechanisms to be used in
every test scenario, ROI will always be measured in per-
centages and the choice of Take Profit and Stop Loss de-
pends on the volatility of the market in the 3 months
prior to the beginning of the testing phase. Higher
volatility implies higher closing position values and vice
verse.

4.2. Test Scenario 1 - FSGW vs TSAG
The presented test scenario exhibits the results obtained
when evaluating both these strategies over the conditions
of Table 1, except for the Grid Offset parameter in the
TSAG, as the grid is adaptable.

The evolutionary strategy adopts the following param-
eter specification.

Table 2: Evolutionary parameters of Test Scenario 1

On Table 3 each strategy performance is presented ac-
cording to their entries and days in the market, and also
the profitability of each position.

Table 3: Performance comparison metrics of Test Sce-
nario 1

From it, we can observe that FSGW clearly surpasses
TSAG in terms of average return and also the most prof-
itable position is almost the double when comparing to
the traditional approach.

As an example, Figures 11 and 12, displays the candle-
stick representation of Analog Devices Inc. (ADI) stock
between late 2015 and early 2017 with market entries
and exits for FSGW and TSAG approaches respectively,

and show an uptrend scenario in which, using a FSGW
approach, the pattern was identified three times success-
fully as the ROI for each entry was positive, and, on
the other hand, while using the TSAG approach, none of
these patterns were identified (black line = market entry;
green line = exit with profit; red line = exit with loss).

ADI’s stock using the FSGW ended up being one of
the portfolio’s best in testing phase, with a total return
of 105%, while using the TSAG was only the 47th best
with a total return of 7.5%.

Figure 11: Extract from ADI stock during testing phase
of FSGW

Figure 12: Extract from ADI stock during testing phase
of TSAG

4.3. Test Scenario 2 - FSGW using speciation in GA vs
FSGW not using speciation in GA

The presented test scenario exhibits the results obtained
when evaluating both these strategies over the conditions
of Table 1. As the GA execution occurs on the training
phase of the algorithm, beyond the usual testing phase
data that is also presented in previous test scenarios, it
is also being taken into account data from training phase
for this scenario.

The evolutionary strategy adopts the same parameter
specification as the ones in Test Scenario 1, except for
the Take Profit and Stop Loss pairs which are 15%-7.5%,
20%-10% and 25%-12.5%.

On Table 4 each strategy performance is presented re-
garding their training and testing periods according to
their entries and days in the market, and also the prof-
itability of each position.
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Table 4: Performance comparison metrics of training and
testing set regarding Test Scenario 2

The analysis of the performance metrics presented in
Table 4 leads us to realize that overall returns are similar
and the most significant differences occur in the maxi-
mum profit and percentage of market exits with profit of
each of phase. However, by themselves, these values do
not have enough significance to conclude which approach
is the best.

Despite these similarities, one should not discard the
speciation approach for three main reasons: (1) the ge-
netic encoding is composed of 57 grid positions and 3
weights whose values can vary, so the number of possi-
ble combinations is estimated to be in the order of tril-
lions and the absolute best of these combinations may
not be even close of being generated by the algorithm
or achieved by the GA; (2) the weighted approach, the
symmetry imposed to the grid and the range of possi-
ble combinations, all together, can lead to a situation
where even very different configurations may lead to the
same result in terms of final return; (3) the cost of using
a speciated approach, in terms of time consumption, is
roughly similar to not using one, so even if a speciated
approach does not ensure that a bigger set of possible
combinations is covered, it does cover a bigger area in
the map of the possible sets.

4.4. Overall Analysis
This section serves as a summary of the results presented
in all test scenarios regarding all different approaches:
the main FSGW and all its variants (exit pairs 10%-5%,
15%-7.5% and 20%-10%, as well as the approach with a
single species) and also TSAG.

As FSGW is the main system being tested, a series of
10 runs for that approach were made and Table 5 show
the comparison of the run chosen for the previous test
scenarios with the average results of those runs, also in-
cluding the highest and lowest result for each parameter.

Table 5: Comparison between FSGW run chosen for test
scenarios against the average of 10 executed runs

It is observable that the run chosen for the testing sce-
narios stays close to average values and even the disparity
between highest and lowest result for each parameter is
narrow, which leads to the conclusion that the run chosen
can be accounted as well representative of what FSGW
is able to achieve, as well as the approach is reliable since
it always leads to similar results.

Heading to the overall analysis, Figure 13 joins all
the different tested approaches together in a graph that
shows the evolution of their average ROIs over the en-
tire testing period. The lines highlighted with red and
green glows are FSGW and TSAG approaches, respec-
tively, and this serves not only to show the magnitude of
the improvement that using a weighted grid with a fixed
size approach over the traditional existing approach has,
but also to show that from 5 FSGW approaches the only
that does not overcome TSAG is the one in which the
market exiting strategy is the most conservative one.

Figure 13: Average ROI evolution over the entire testing
period

One particular detail stands out in the majority of the
resulting grids of FSGW’s GA procedure which is the
fact that, from the 3 penalization zones of the Bull Flag
grid (both bottom corners and on top of the 5th, 6th, 7th
an 8th columns), the bottom right corner, right bellow
the highest scoring positions of the consolidation zone of
the pattern, is not that much punished with bad scores
as the others. If a "heat map" of the common negative
cells of the grid was designed, it would look something
like Figure 14.

Figure 14: Heat map of negative cells in the grid.

The explanation stands as a relationship between the
location of the penalization zone within the general scope
of the bull flag grid. If a signal reaches the bottom right
penalization zone with a good total score already from
the previous positions, this means that it has behaved
correctly more than half of the grid and there are two
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reasons to allow the signal to be in that position without
penalizing it too much: the consolidation phase may be
a late one, or even if it is not, confirming a pattern that
ends in the lower zones of the grid is always safer than
ending in the highest as it has more room to climb if it
indeed starts climbing as expected.

5. Conclusions
The presented work proposes a portfolio management
system using a GA with speciation along with a new
approach to pattern identification of the template based
approach using a grid of weights.

To validate the implemented strategy it was compared
against the already existing that using a grid of weights;
against itself using different input parameters regard-
ing the way market volatility affect the program; and
again against itself using the same approach but without
species. The period of training and test used were 70%
and 30% respectively, applied over the available data of
a portfolio containing 100 stocks from S&P 500.

Achieved results of the proposed strategy compared
with the already existing one under the same parameter
specification were very promising, specially regarding the
overall returns over the testing period. Various variants
of the proposed strategy were also tested in order to draw
some conclusions about how results react to changing
some parameters, yet the majority of them still beat the
existing strategy.
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